Summer Preschool Story Time - Magic Books
Squid Kid the
Magnificent

Zig and the magic
umbrella

When Oliver the squid
transforms himself into Squid
Kid the Magnificent, Master of
Illusion, his older sister Stella is
not impressed

Zig, a small, blue creature who
lives in a rainy, gray world, grabs
hold of a red umbrella and is
carried away to a colorful forest
where he becomes a hero--and
a friend

by Lynne Berry

by Sylvie Kantorovitz

Magic box : a magical
story

Whoops!

by Katie Cleminson

When Eva receives a cardboard
box as a birthday present, she
becomes a magician, complete
with a wand and a cape

Pete the cat and his
magic sunglasses

by Suzi Moore

A riotous romp involving three
pets and their witchy caregiver
finds them making the wrong
animal sounds in the wake of a
spell gone awry. Illustrated by
the award-winning artist of The Cow That Laid an
Egg.

My mommy is magic

by James Dean

by Dawn Richards

Waking up in a grumpy mood
and feeling that nothing is
going his way all day long, Pete
the Cat dons a pair of rocking
magic sunglasses given to him
by Grumpy Toad and learns that
a good mood has been inside
himself all along!

Clever rhyming text and
adorable illustrations make this
book a true celebration of
mothers everywhere—and the
magic they bring to each and
every day.

Wonder bear

The magic hat
by Mem Fox

When a magic hat drops into
their quiet town, excitement
takes over as townsfolk, one by
one, are transformed into giant
animals, but when a wizard
arrives, the good times may take
an unexpected turn for the
worse.

by Tao Nyeu

Not sure what to expect after
planting a handful of
mysterious seeds, two children
are delighted when a vine
grows from the ground carrying
a great white bear wearing a
top hat who immediately
begins to perform incredible
feats of magic all day long for
their personal amusement.
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